PROVEN PERFORMANCE
TALBOT BUILDERS, BRIDGEND
**THE CHALLENGE**
Due to the diverse nature of their business, Talbot Builders only have a handful of general labourers on their team. So, when they started construction in Bridgend they needed to carry out the works without the need for many site personnel. Talbot approached Tarmac looking for a solution, for the foundations of this new build.

Tarmac was challenged with providing a product that could assist the construction process and allow speedy placement.

**OUR SOLUTION**
Tarmac suggested supplying their Topflow Trenchflow solution, which is a highly fluid concrete. Its self compacting characteristics are designed to make the concrete very easy to place. It also saves time and labour costs by eliminating the need for wheel barrows to move it around. The contractor directed the truck to the area and the Topflow was poured directly in to the trench in one go. In this example, they made a chute extension to assist getting the concrete to the edge of the trench.

**RESULTS AND BENEFITS**
17m³ of Trenchflow was supplied to one drop off point and the material flowed around the trench without the need for labour. It was completed within an hour.

Talbot also recognized that there were health and safety benefits due to the lack of contact with the product. At a later date, Talbot also got in touch with Tarmac again and requested that they supply more Topflow for the floor slab of the building.

Trenchflow did and will continue to do exactly what it was designed for.

For more details contact [topflow@tarmac.com](mailto:topflow@tarmac.com) or call [0800 1 218 218](tel:08001218218)